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CALENDAR
The editor takes no responsibility for the accuracy of the following information which has been collated from many
sources. Please call Club Secretaries for final confirmation: (C) Central: Rae Powell 624 1513 (CM) CountiesManukau: Linda Brighouse 09 298 8380 (NW) NorthWest: Marquita Gelderman 412 8879 (Wh) Whangarei: David
Nevin 09 435 2415 (H) Hamilton: Jim Barr 07 856 9501 (P) Pinelands: Lyndon Haugh 07 886 9671 (T) Taupo:
Kathleen Lonsdale 07 378 0818 (R) Rotorua: Andrew Wilson 07 348 7694 (E) Egmont: Greg Barbour 07 758 6435

MAY
Mon 1st

CM

Counties-Manukau Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Brighouse residence, 27 Coulthard Terrace, Papakura

Wed 3rd

C

Central Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Powell residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue, Epsom

Thu 4th

NW

NorthWest Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Albion Hotel, 119 Hobson Street, Auckland City

Sun 7th

T

CDOA OY4, Opepe, SH5 Taupo/Napier, 10km from Taupo, 11:00-13:00
Intricate gullied pumice farmland. Northern Regional League #3 C:H, CM:P&T, E:R

Squad GIB Woodhill Forest Run, Muriwai (NOTE NEW VENUE THIS YEAR)
Help very welcome, details in April issue, too late to pre-enter
10:30 5km run, 5/10km walk; 11:15 10km run; 12:30 10km mountain bike race
On the day entries $15 senior $8 junior. Lots of spot prizes. Proceeds to Squad.
Wh

Northland Secondary Schools Championships, Glenbervie, pre-entry for schools
On the day all orienteers welcome after 12:30, Mains Road off Piano Hill Road, Kauri,
5 minutes north of Whangarei. Farmland part of the map only - the trees have all
been cut down.

8-12

DevSqd Training Camp, Hamilton (change of date/venue, was next week at Bulls)

Fri 12th

DevSqd Deadline for entries for Queen's Birthday 3 day, Wairarapa, details in April issue

Sun 14th

NW

Park / Streets, Devonport, 10:00-12:30
Setter Graham Peters, Controller Phil Mellsop

CM

Waiuku Forest promotional, signs from Waiuku west of Pukekohe, 10:00-12:30
Setter Gordon Evans, controller Jill Evans. Sand dune pine forest.

R

Tui Ridge, Ngongotaha, north of Rotorua; take Otoroa Rd off Hamurana Rd
Nice farm / bush / parkland map. 11:00-13:00

H

Pakaroa, near Morrinsville, signposted from Tauwhare, 11:00-13:00

Wh

North Island Secondary Schools Championships, Gumtown, pre-entry for schools
All orienteers welcome on the day after 12:30, look for signs down Three Mile Bush
Road, west of Whangarei.

NZOF

Controllers' Clinic, Christchurch

14-15
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Sun 21st

3

C

Park / streets, Farm Cove, Pakuranga, 10:00-12:30
A brand new B&W map of streets, shorelines, alleyways, school grounds and
reserves, plus a large B&W school map for the youngsters. Run or cycle, courses for
all abilities. Start from Bucklands Beach Primary School, Bucklands Beach Road.

P

Redwoods Farm, Harris Rd northeast of Putaruru, farmland and forest, 11:00-13:00

Fri 26th

H

CD Secondary Schools Championships, Garlands Farm, Cambridge

Sun 28th

CM

Autumn Series 4, Waiuku Forest, sign from Waiuku west of Pukekohe, 10:00-12:30
Setter Ken Greene, controller Neil Lewis, co-ordinator Unni Lewis. Sand dune pines.

T

Hakarao, Mapara Road, 11:00-12:00, score event

29-2

Veterans' World Cup, Russia

JUNE
Thu 1st

NW

NorthWest Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Foster residence, 6 Totara Road, Whenuapai

3-5

DevSqd Queen's Birthday 3 Day event, Wairarapa, details in April AUCKLAND ORIENTEER
Hidden Lakes, Kuamahanga, Moore's Taipo

Mon 5th

CM

Counties-Manukau Club meeting, all club members welcome, 19:30
Aspin residence, Hatton Road, Awhitu

Wed 7th

C

Central Club meeting, venue TBA, all club members welcome, 19:30

Sun 11th

NW

Autumn Series 5, Ngapuketurua, SSC#6, 10:00-12:30
Setter Matthew Crozier, Controller Marquita Gelderman

H
Sun 18th

Tue 20th

Sat 24th

Puketurua,

11:00-13:00

C
Wh

Park / streets, new map, possibly Mount Richmond, 10:00-12:30
Parua Bay, 11:00-13:00, east of Whangarei. Travel for 30 minutes towards Parua Bay
out of Whangarei and turn left up Owhiwa Road.

T

Foothills, off Crown Road, 11:00-12:00

CM

Auckland Secondary Schools Championships, Waiuku Forest
Setter Lyndsay Shuker, controller Wayne Aspin, co-ordinator Bev Shuker

AOA

AOA meeting, 19:30, Paitry residence, 16 Korma Road, Mount Roskill

NZOF Council meeting, Rotorua

Sun 25th CM
P

Waiuku Forest promotional, 10:00-12:30
Setter Athol Oldfield, controller Doreen Oldfield
Venue unknown, 11:00-13:00
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JULY-DECEMBER 95
July
2
NW
7-8
PAPO
7-13
9
H
8-11, 15-23
16
CM
23
C
CM
Wh
24-28
30
NW

AOA OY1, Kaipara Knolls, NRL#4
Silva Nat Sec Sch Champs
JWOC, Denmark
Garlands
Canadian O Festival
AOA OY2, Onewhero, NRL#5
Park/streets, possibly Mangere Mountain
Waiuku Forest promotional
Maunu Reserve / Barge Park
O-Ringen, Sweden
AOA OY3, venue TBA

August
6
NW
Park/streets, Onepoto Domain
12-20
World Champs, Germany
13
C
AOA OY4, Pulpit Rock, NRL#6
H
Rose Gardens or Sandford
19-28 DevSqd Trip to Australia
20
CM
Waiuku Forest promotional
Wh
Winstones or Kioreroa Road
20-27 Aussie A-NZ Challenge, NSW Ch, ACT Ch
27
NW
AOA OY5, Pulpit Rock, NRL#7
September
3
C
H
10
C
17
R
Wh
24
CM
24-1 Aussie

Park/streets, possibly Lloyd Elsmore
Forest Lake
AOA OY6, Paparoa
CDOA OY5, NRL#8
Comries Farm, Matarau
AOA OY7, Whiriwhiri Maioro, NRL#9
Australian Champs, Ballarat, Victoria

October
Sat 7 H
Glenora
8
P
CDOA OY6, NRL#10
14-15 C
Auckland Champs, NRL#11
21
NZOF Council meeting, SI Champs, Timaru
21-23 Wh/NW Labour Weekend 3 day, NRL#12
Phoebes Lake and Mangawhai
PAPO SI Champs
29
NW
Auckland Relay Champs, Weiti
November
4-5
7

NW
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CDOA Champs, Kallarney Lake, NRL#13
Auckland Primary Sch Ch, Ambury Park

11
12
14
18-19
19

NW
H
C
HB
E

21
C
25-26
26
Wh
28
C

Great Day O, Woodhill (?)
Sanatorium Hill (?)
Summer Series
Smedley Medley
CDOA OY7, NRL#14
Tideline Coastal Run, N Shore
Summer Series
Wellington Championships
Tangiteroria or Rogaine at Waipu Caves
Summer Series

December
5
C
10
H
Wh
12
C
26-1

Summer Series
4 Brothers / Whatawhata 1
Mimiwhangata (?)
Summer Series
APOC'96. Hong Kong
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Gelderman and Lorri O'Brien took honours in the
Short-O Championships.
Adam Thorpe's win was most impressive for a
relative newcomer to orienteering on a map that
proved tricky for more experienced runners. It was
great to see children as young as 6 or 7 with the
self-confidence and skills to tackle courses over
Easter.

NORTHWEST
NEWSHOUND

Events
April was also notable for two NorthWest events,
both high on quality if low on numbers competing.
The two hour Rogaine at Waterfalls (Moir's Hill)
was a real test of physical endurance. Many of you
will be devastated to hear that the forest will soon
be logged (we will? - MR)
In the fast open pine forest at Kaipara Knolls we
had to cope with a torrential deluge. Some people
needed replacement maps before they had even
finished copying their courses. Wild pigs were
seen hurrying past the finish area but didn't hand in
their clipcards (probably to avoid ending up in Rob
Garden's cookpot.)

Gossip
National Championships

Jeni Martin

W21AL

Linda Henderson

W40AShort

We joined at least 100 other campers at Onewhero
School over Easter - a very social, relaxing venue
with panoramic pastoral views through early
morning mists to Auckland City. Camp gossip
elicited the following news:
Jeni Martin has completed her B.Sc. in Ecology
and is off to USA and Canada this month; Katie
Fettes is in training for the Rotorua Marathon;
Sasha Middleton recently celebrated her 21st
birthday, and Alex Hood is now studying at Otago
University.
Club Librarian, Dave Middleton, has a wide range
of orienteering literature and training books in
addition to current copies of the Australian
Orienteer and British CompassSport magazines.
Contact Dave on 418 2510 - he is happy to bring
books to events on request.

Rob Garden

M45A

Next club meetings

Mary Moen

W45A

Graham Peters

M60A

Ann Fettes

W60A

Ralph King

M70

Jo Henderson

W21AShort

Lise Moen

W14A

Adam Thorpe

M12A

Only April, and it is theoretically all downhill from
here now that the National Championships is over!
How many of us felt prepared to peak this early in
the year?
Counties-Manukau are to be congratulated for
providing 5 excellent races over 4 days, and full
marks for the brilliant weather too.
Although I'm not a major fan of farmland maps, the
Onewhero courses proved to be varied and
challenging with lots of native bush, and the strong
South Island contingent made for excellent
competition in many grades.
NorthWestOC has ten new national champions:

Gabrielle

Henderson,

Phil

Mellsop,

The May meeting will be held on Thursday 4th May
at the Albion Hotel, 119 Hobson Street, Auckland
City, at 19:30. The Albion kindly sponsored our
new gear wagon.
The June meeting will be at the Foster residence, 6
Totara Road, Whenuapai, on 1st June at 19:30.
LISA MEAD 445 4555
Marquita
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CENTRAL
CHATTERBOX

National Championships
Scott Vennell was the winner of the sweepstake,
picking 13 of the 22 grade winners. He won a Silva
compass which he is very impressed with.
Two of our most esteemed members were ringleaders who master-minded an escape to Waiheke
Island on the non-competition day of the Easter
event. These were none other than Jill Dalton
(NZOF Selector) and Selwyn Palmer (NZOF
Controller). Their talents at multi-sports were
demonstrated when they organized a unique
triathlon of kayaking, cycling and wine tasting. The
distances or proportions of time spent on each
activity were not specified (either at the start or at
the end).
Some Central orienteers felt that running in the NZ
O Championships without sufficient warm up
events meant that it was difficult to sharpen their
performances. Nevertheless, tribute is paid to
CMOC for some good new maps and a well
organized long weekend of sport and hospitality.
Despite being offered a ride (by Terry Nuthall) to
Onewhero, a certain Central orienteer had a later
start time and decided to drive himself. Being
distracted by the warm and fine weather, he went
to Waiuku Forest instead, eventually arriving at the
correct place with three minutes to go to start time.
John Everett has now mastered the art of copying
descriptions onto his clip card while running to the
start line.

Travellers
Terry and Beatrice Nuthall are off in mid-May for
four months to take in the Veteran World O
Championships in St. Petersburg, Russia. They
are meeting up with the Finnish team and with Val
and John Robinson from Counties-Manukau O
Club.
After VWOC, they are off for a couple of weeks on
a wine trip to Burgundy, France. After wine-tasting,
Terry hopes to relax and run in the French 5 day.
Their next destination is the O-Ringen in Sweden,
and after that it is the Scottish 6 day in Aviemore.
By then they will be warmed up for the ANZ
challenge in Canberra in August.
If anyone is going to the Wairarapa 3-day on
Queen's birthday weekend and can offer Scott
Vennell a ride, please give him a call.
Although the news is a couple of months old, we
are pleased to note that Roger and Hilary Weeks
each won four gold medals in indoor rowing at the
Masters Games in Wanganui. Their events were
the 2500 m, 1000 m, 500 m and 100 m sprint. It is
an exciting spectator sport and is very popular in
England and America. At their events there were
up to 1000 spectators. Hilary managed a win in
one of her events despite falling off!
Maps and Events
Scott is seeking anyone interested in coursesetting, controlling or coordinating park/street
events later in the year. Call him now if you would
like to know more or offer assistance.
An O event was organized by Rudy HIawatsch for
the Lyndale Harrier Club. A new, simple map
covering the track and surrounding grounds was
drawn and two courses of up to 1.6 km were
offered. About 15 runners tried it and apparently
needed considerable instruction. Needless to say,
they were well entertained and now much wiser
about our sport. Before the event, a moment's
silence was observed in memory of their past
member, Tony Nicholls.
Central OC now obtains copies of Britain's
Compass Sport and the Australian Orienteer. If
you are interested in being on the circulation list,
please contact Rae Powell.
It looks likely that we are going to have to find
somewhere else to store the club gear. Any ideas?
Kevin Wilson is co-ordinator for the 1996 National
Secondary Schools Championships event.

Next meeting
The next meeting of the Central Orienteering Club
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will be at 7:30pm on Wednesday 3rd May 1995 at
the Powell residence, 23A Fernleigh Avenue,
Epsom.
Following the resolutions passed by the NZOF
AGM, the meeting will be considering the following
questions:
• Should we offer Social membership?
• Should we charge more at events to the Social
members of other clubs? How?
• How do we budget for the 10% levy on all
events?
• To what does the 10% levy apply?
CATHERINE AND BRUCE HORIDE 376 5937

COUNTIESMANUKAU NEWS

its owner flat out all day and completely
unflappable.
I was pleased to see Bruce McLeod win M21E, the
first South Islander to do so, and surely some
reward for those Mainlanders who support our
events.
Congratulations to our champions:
Tania Robinson W21E
Wayne Aspin M50A
Mark Currie M16A
William Green M12B
Doreen Oldfield W65A
Emma Nelson W12A
Jayne Shuker W10
Busy Tania is now in Denmark with John and Val
following soon for a well-earned holiday. Let's
hope they are relaxing. Thanks map makers for
two new club maps.
Seen at the Championships: Rod Pilbrow and wife
from South Africa, with Sally doting over a
granddaughter; Susie Snedden and her boyfriend
back from England, and Mavis Hatwell turning out
for a run.
CMOC is running two events in Waiuku Forest in
May. A promotional event on the 14th when I am
setting courses for beginners with low-key
organisation. There will be something for the guns,
but remember that promotionals do not offer an OY
standard. And later, an Autumn Series event by
Ken Greene and Neil Lewis.
Next club meeting
At the Aspin residence, Hatton Road, Awhitu, on
5th June, all CMOC club members welcome.
KEN BROWNE 299 8413

ARCHIVES - MAY "85
The Nationals dominate the Club news this month.
Although the results book will tell us a lot about the
weekend I will make a few personal comments.
Everything worked for us - the maps, the courses,
the weather and the organisation. It would be
unfair to single out any individual who helped to
make it all successful, from the 10 year old who put
up the results to the 70 year old who parked the
cars, and everyone in between before and after the
event. It was a real club effort by a small club with
some help from outside.
However we all saw a large truck at first light each
day and it was still there when we went home, with

Ten years ago the National Championships were
held by Red Kiwis in May at Waitarere North. I
don't recall any comments about it being too early
in the season. There were 442 entries, compared
with 384 this year. Kevin Ireland won M21E,
finishing third behind visiting Swedes Martin
Johnsson and Mats Nilsson. Alison Stewart won
W21E from Anitra Dowling and Carey Martin.
Tania Robinson won W13-14 and M19-20 was won
by Rob Jessop, followed by Alistair Cory-Wright
and Alistair Landels.
The National Relays on Pauatahanui (Wellington
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OC) attracted 93 teams of three. South Auckland
had two teams in the open women's grade,
finishing first and second. Now we have two
women only.
Jan Somerville organised the Auckland Night
Championships on Waiuku South with Jim
Snedden supplying a generator and lights at the
Finish, and Geoff Pilbrow supplying rum to light up
the finishers. Bruce Hendrie was course 1 winner
and Keith Stone the best of the veterans.
Umupuia Farms (Duders Beach) now an ARA park
was the scene for a SAOC promotional event with
Geoff Mead winning the top course and Jeanine
Browne fastest of the women. WOC Squad were
busy selling wine raffle tickets and trying to train at
the same time. Can you imagine the All Blacks
doing that?

Pinelands-Taupo 15 beat Hamilton 13
Counties-Manukau 0 drew with NorthWest 0
Rotorua bye
Courses 1 and 2 were invalidated so their results
were not included in team scores. The teams
were:
Central: Mike Ashmore, Paulette Ashmore, Tony
Cooper, John Powell, Rae Powell.
Pinelands-Taupo: Laurie Baxter, Dave Browning,
Judy Browning, Don Fraser, Judy Martin.
Egmont: Greg Barbour, Nick Collins, Carl
Dravitski, Neil Kerrison, Annie Sanderson.
Hamilton: David Barr, Jim Barr, Anne Humphrey,
Rowena Humphrey, Bill Teahan.

League table after two events

KEN BROWNE [CMOC]
Plands-Taupo

NORTHERN
REGIONAL LEAGUE
Event One, Patetonga, CDOA OY2
The results were published in the NZ Herald on
31st March using the names Auckland, North
Shore, Taranaki and Waikato in place of club
names. They did not publish the points table.
Central 26 beat NorthWest 19
Counties-Manukau 15 beat Egmont 12
Pinelands-Taupo 19 beat Rotorua 13
Hamilton bye
The teams were:
Central: Mike Ashmore, Paulette Ashmore, Ian
Bamford, Rob Jessop, Rae Powell.
Counties-Manukau: Trish Aspin, Wayne Aspin,
Val Robinson, Tania Robinson.
NorthWest: Rob Garden, Marquita Gelderman,
Gabrielle Henderson, Phil Mellsop, Bryan Teahan.
Pinelands-Taupo: Laurie Baxter, Dave Browning,
Don Fraser, A Grayburn, Judy Martin.
Rotorua: B Edwards, M Edwards, Mark McKenna,
Peter Fitchett, Ross Wakelin.
Egmont: Greg Barbour, Nick Collins,
Dravitski, Arthur Giffney, Neil Kerrison.

Carl

Event Two, Tyger Country, CDOA OY3
Central 13 beat Egmont 8

Won Drn Lost For Agn Pts
2
0
0
34 26 6

Central
2
0
0
33 27 6
Counties-Man 1
1
0
17 12 4
NorthWest
0
1
1
19 20 2
Hamilton
0
0
1
13 15 1
Rotorua
0
0
1
13 19 0
Egmont
0
0
2
20 30 0
Clubs are represented by 5 person teams. Team
members must be in different grades unless
unavoidable. Please advise your team selector if
you are travelling to a CDOA event.
There are clashes of NRL events with other
significant Auckland events.
This is not
unexpected as the league was established after the
1995 events calendar was finalised.
Good
planning should avoid this next year.
The procedure for calculating a team score is not
without criticism. A proposal has been presented
to clubs to add scores based on proportions of
expected and actual winning times to the current
aggregation of rank positions.
JOHN POWELL [COC]

TEN TIPS FROM ROB
• Always attack a low visibility area with extreme
respect and accuracy. The penalties are too
high for a careless approach: use your
compass, and hesitate if in doubt.
• Use contours, especially index contours. For
example, if you need to drop 3 contours as you
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cross a slope, get a good feel for this. If in
doubt, stay higher as you can see more from
above. Look at the angle of the slope, and the
angle that you should be traversing the slope.
• Use linear features - spurs, re-entrants, cliffs,
streams - to give you direction as you leave a
control.
• When choosing a route early in a race, consider
choosing a track route and use the time to plan
ahead. If an early route choice involves green,
and you don't know what the green is like yet,
don't take a risk - go the safe way. And if a
course has been very mind-intensive, and you
have a track option, consider using it to give
your mind a rest.
• The more that you study relevant maps, the
quicker that you will see relevant route choices,
and simplify.
Practice, practice, practice.
Serious athletes practice a lot. You can practice
by reading while you run, or getting onto maps,
or course setting, or mapping, or coaching, or
reading maps at home - and preferably all of the
above.
• Relocate by checking your compass, orienting
your map, going to a high point, looking around
fitting the ground to the map. It is very useful to
mentally record your way from the start of the
leg just as you do when you draw your route
onto the map at the end of the race.
• It is easier and usually faster to climb a hill
gradually rather than directly.
• If you have a choice, attack controls from above
rather than below - you can see more, and your
oxygen debt is less coming down a hill to a
control.
• Don't underestimate the use of a compass in
gully/spur terrain - there are many line features
waiting to be followed.
• Look to see if the spurs are clearer running than
the gullies - rubbish usually falls off the spurs
into the gullies.
ROB GARDEN IN SQUAD NEWSLETTER

THE AWARD SYSTEM
My body is a mighty fortress with lungs breathing
fire, blood full of iron pellets, and my brain a
dungeon full of secret escape passages.
Now if you want a metaphor there you have it.
If, instead, you should be looking for alliteration as

9
in my recent article "Back to basics", there I could
take an award. "Puddling, poking and prying into
bushes, looking for controls." That is alliteration then again it may only sound alliterative, as in
"huffing, puffing and panting, squishing and
squashing through bogs," you get a figure of
speech known as assonance.
Of course you could take this war in the matter of
figures of speech even further, and without mixing
metaphors refer back to the fortress. I could
suggest, using a simile, that orienteering is like a
mighty fortress, for in it are many members like
soldiers in a battle waiting to defend the last
bastions of controls. They hurtle through farmland
and bush once the drawbridge goes up, like bullets
from a gun, and they use cunning like trained spies
to move from control to control to outwit the enemy.
So in the final phase of play maybe, we could use
antithesis as in "Give me liberty or give me death".
As the winners stand on the podium they could
shout "Give me Gold or give me DB Bitter." Or is
that bathos?
W100
Thank you W100 for your remarkable response to
my Metaphor Abuse Award - MR.

INJURY PREVENTION
I was inspired to write this after reading a list of
recent injuries among members of the National
Squad.
I've been orienteering since 1978. In that time I've
never been injured either from competing or
training. (Can't be trying hard enough I hear you
say!). I've competed in granite, farmland, pine
forest, native bush, gold mining diggings, eucalypt
and worn shoes with spikes, studs, waffle soles,
cleats and various assortments of patterns
designed for off track.
Presently my training is averaging 5 or 6 days a
week with a combination of upper and lower body
weights, cross training (bike, row, step at gym), and
runs (mostly at One Tree Hill) also the occasional
long power walk.
I've learned a few things (not in any particular
order):
• NEVER run on the roads. It jars knees, doesn't
develop ankle reflex and balance, or replicate O
terrain.
• Strengthen legs (and knees) with a weight
programme aimed at endurance/strength (I've
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had spectacular results with improving my knee
problems after tramping trips -virtually nil now).
• Take some form of electrolyte after training (I
use Recovery or Exceed) - prevents sore/stiff
muscles and speeds recovery.
• Stretch - before race/training (after a light warm
up) and after race/training (include warm down,
keep moving for 5 -10 minutes.)
• Strengthen upper body/arms to assist 'driving'
especially uphill and towards the end of a race
(keeps the feet going).
• Improve balance by doing a bit of yoga or tai chi,
or (even easier) stand on one leg while you talk
to people or stand about - helps strengthen
ankles (try shutting your eyes occasionally).
• Spend money on good shoes with good soles
for 'o' terrain. Don't hesitate to get orthotics if
you need them. Ask for advice.

• Try to have fun with your children during a
competition. Well-directed humour is a great
way to reduce stress.
• Look relaxed, calm and positive.
• Make friends with other parents at competitions.
• Get involved if your child behaves unacceptably
during a competition.
• Understand that children benefit from a break
sometimes and involvement in other sports is
OK.
• Be there when the child performs poorly. Be an
understanding listener rather than a critic, a
judge or a fixer.
•

Be prepared to give your child space to grow
and develop as an independent person.

•

Let you child know that your love for them is not
associated with their sporting performance.

• Communicate with your child and ask them how
they really feel about competing in their sport.

• Vary training - distance and effort. Every day
should not be a hard training day. Have a
planned programme with goals. There are lots
of good books on this, and lots of people who
can help/advise.

• Let you child compete without you hovering over
them.

• Get plenty of sleep - energy level low =
propensity to become injured increases. Eat
well - plenty of carbohydrates to fuel the
muscles, and drink lots of water.

DON'T

• Give the brain only positive messages. If you
think you might sprain your ankle then the brain
registers 'sprain ankle' and BINGO! Better to
visualise yourself moving strongly and smoothly
over the terrain.
All common sense really, but I believe it helps. I'm
happy to talk about any of these points any time.
Good training and orienteering.
JILL DALTON [COC]

DO'S AND DON'TS
FOR PARENTS
If you want the best for your children, focus on fun,
participation and self-improvement, and leave the
competition to them. Be supportive, but stay in the
background. If you want a child to quit a sport, all
you have to do is to push them.

DO
• Treat your children the same way whether they
win or lose.

• Emphasise the good things that your child did in
preparation and during the competition.

• Don't say "we're running today", instead say
"you're running today". Give them credit for
accepting the responsibility of taking part.
• Don't get too pushy or believe that you are
indispensable.
• Don't live through your child's performance.
• Don't turn away if your child's behaviour is
unsporting, be sure to discuss it later.
• Don't tell your child what she/he did wrong after
a tough event.
• Don't make enemies with your child's opponents
or their families.
• Don't make your child feel guilty with reminders
about all the time and money it is costing you.
• Don't think of your child's sporting performance
as an investment for which you expect a return.
• Don't badger, harass or use sarcasm to
motivate your child.
• Don't compare your child's performance with
those of other children.
• Don't force your child to train. If they are sick of
it find out why and discuss it with them.
STOLEN FROM NICK READER,
MOTORCYCLING NZ COACHING DIRECTOR
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ROUTE CHOICE
In an article of the Swedish orienteering monthly
called Skogsport they compared the techniques
and methods of two test groups in the process of
choosing their course from one control point to the
next. One group was formed of top (E) level
orienteers and the other of young (B-level) and less
experienced orienteers.
They found that members of the E-group looked
first at their maps to see the surroundings of the
next control point. They were looking for an easily
identifiable (large) spot near the control which then
would surely lead them to the control point.
Thereafter they planned the fastest route to the
spot they had chosen. So they knew they could run
there with 95-105% speed, and skip reading all the
details of the map. Precise orienteering was
needed only for the last 200-300 meters. They
chose their strategy for the course starting from the
end! And they could not miss.
A typical B-group orienteer did otherwise. He tried
to find the best and fastest course, but his criteria
were to minimize the climbing, to avoid the green
areas, and to lighten the task of running. The basic
strategy was not the certainty of finding the next
control! Very often, they were tempted to change
their plans in the middle of their course, which
greatly increased the probability of making
mistakes.
In Skogsport they claimed that because of this
difference, members of the B-group made many
more mistakes near the controls than any E- group
orienteers. They also used much more time
recovering from their errors. My own statistics
show the same and I must admit that last year I
thought like a B-group member. This year I only run
like one!
I spoke about this with several top orienteers and
they all said that the reason for it is quite logical
(and E-level orienteers know it):
1) In Scandinavia the people who design the
courses in an orienteering event have all learned
the same ideas. The course alternatives (you can't
find more than 2-3 sensible ones and even fewer in
central Europe) from one control point to the next
are generally as good as one another, assuming
that the plan is executed well. Times on different
routes are almost the same if the choice is made
early enough and executed as planned without any
alterations.
I could not believe it before I saw an analysis of the
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Swedish O-Championships -90 in another
Skogsport issue. The terrain was very good
(difficult and very detailed) and there were lots of
30-70 m high hills. The maximum time differences
between two orienteers on exactly the same route
between two controls were almost as big (small!)
as the maximum time differences between those
orienteers who used different routes between the
same two controls. This was true even for very
long legs (2-3 kms) where the time differences
were only 3-4 minutes!
So it looks like it does not really matter which way
you go if you choose one of the sane routes. I am
afraid most of my mistakes originated from quite
insane choices!
2) We are taught to run faster at the beginning of a
leg from one control point to another and more
slowly when coming nearer to the control (only the
best orienteers are able to maintain their speed).
From this we can conclude that the mistakes at the
end of a leg take relatively more time!
So it is very important to plan your entry to the
control point. At times I had a plan, but then I
never bothered to go via my attack point, and
missed.
3) The primary target of orienteering is to minimize
time spent. It is not achieved by looking for easily
runnable routes and this is something B-level
orienteers have not understood yet. Because of
this basic rule, top orienteers do not hesitate to
choose the straight route with rougher terrain and
more detail, if their entry to the control point is
made easier. And for the same reason they also
do not hesitate to choose a longer route. But of
course the choice depends on the personal skills of
an orienteer too.
So how do we minimize the total time?
We do not take chances where making mistakes is
slow, and we always make a plan a) for entering
the control, and b) for the course, in that order.
TAPIO LEINO, FINLAND, ON O-NET

UNDERGROUND
ORIENTEERING
The "Monkton Farleigh Experience", literally
underground orienteering, took place in a disused
mine, part of which was used as an ammo dump in
WW2. Now parts are open to the public, and a
map for Orienteering purposes was produced.
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Extensive passages and niches, tunnels, cracks,
small room-like caverns and so on. I seem to
remember the scale was something like 1:500 or
1:1000; but the mapped area was on two sides of
A4. The only lighting used was on the central main
tunnel which was formerly the route in and out for
trains.
Traffic cones/bollards as can be seen on all good
British roads were used as controls, and were
hidden in sneaky dark places. Headlamps were
necessary, but a huge problem was that everything
was a uniform shade of grey, and that any one
pillar was exactly like all the others. Each passage
like the one you've just passed. Great fun, novel,
different and tricky. It was also very cold down
there!

Concentrate on the basics :
• Know where you are, and where you want to be.
• Look ahead, look all around, look at your map.
• Read the map and think ahead. Always plan
your route first. Never leave a control or just
keep running without having some idea of where
you are going. Never ever run without some
idea of where you are going. Always plan ahead,
even if it's only the next 100m.
• Simplify. Break each leg up into parts. Sort out
the big features you want to find along the way.
Then choose your route between these two
points, one at a time, unless you have time to
look ahead.

• Understand the map. Don't ignore all those
spaghetti patches because they are too hard to
ED CHESTER, UNI OF DURHAM, ON O-NET
read. Don't ignore the contours because you
can't tell what's up and what's down. Try to
The map was at 1:2000, produced by Avon
understand them.
Schools, I was privileged to survey part of the area
for the old railway which moved munitions about.
• Look for the big features which you know you
The area was an old stone mine which had been
can find. If you don't feel confident in reading
abandoned for a while before the war. When the
certain terrain - practice. Set courses on difficult
army decided to use it, they surveyed it and laid
maps for yourself. Imagine running each leg
concrete on the floors so it is flat to run on.
without a map to refer to. Draw a "mind map" of
However the headroom is a bit low in places, as
the main features you memorized. Did you miss
many orienteers discovered when it was used at
any important features? Would you feel safe
the JK.
using it? If not - try again. Draw the "mind map"
on a piece of paper. Make a partner use it to
Use of the area was always difficult as we had to
locate where each control is on the map (both at
compete with different groups of live action role
home or out on the map itself).
players - paintballs and wooden swords. We have
since 'lost' the area... for a while I think it was
• Read the map and the contours! One difference
being used by a wine company for storage.
between an A and B grade orienteer is simply
DAN COOMBS, UK, ON O-NET

TACTICS OF
MISTAKE
You've heard that saying - "Learn from your
mistakes". That's easier said than done, especially
in orienteering when sometimes it seems that you
keep on repeating the same mistakes over and
over again. Here is a four-point game plan on how
to really learn from your mistakes.

Never make a mistake in the first place.
This may seem like a crazy tactic, but it's the best
one, and the one that works all the time. Always do
it right in the first place, so you won't have to worry
about making or correcting a mistake. Of course,
that's easier said than done!

that the A grade orienteer reads the map more.
Are you content on being a B grade orienteer all
your life?
• Concentrate. "Concentration is the secret of
success". Never think a control is easy. You
can make a mistake on an easy leg just as on a
hard leg. Don't get bored. Treat every leg with
the same caution. Every course and every leg
poses a different problem. Beware.

You will make a mistake.
Murphy's Law - "If anything can go wrong it will."
You can make a mistake anywhere. You can be
cruising along imaginatively fitting the map to
where you aren't. Be prepared to admit that you've
made a mistake. The sooner the better before it
becomes a bigger error.
Don't continue ignoring a minor discrepancy such
as an extra track or clearing hoping it'll sort itself
out later on. It won't.
Know your weaknesses. "A man has got to know
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his limitations". Recognize where you are likely to
make a mistake from the mistakes you've made in
previous events. If you often keep running without
knowing exactly where you are going, learn to keep
telling yourself "Do I know where I am going?" If
you keep running out of a control without checking
your direction, consciously remind yourself after
each control to check. If you often miss important
features leaving a control, learn to look for them. If
you regularly miss seeing viable choices,
deliberately check all options when deciding on a
major route choice.

Don't make the mistake worse than it is.
Admit you've made a mistake. Do something about
it. Don't ignore it.
Choose the safest method of relocation. Don't keep
running on without a plan or start a grid search.
Run to the nearest major attack point or collecting
feature or try to work out where you could be. Try
to remember where you have been recently and
where things didn't start fitting. Look for places
where you could have made an error such as
parallel features. In most cases, however, it's
quickest and safest to relocate on the nearest
collecting feature rather than try a riskier technique.
Forget all about it. "What's behind is not important".
Don't try to make up time. Try to beat it. Not: "I've
lost 5 minutes at that control. I've got to make it up
somewhere". Instead: "I don't think I can beat 50
minutes, but I'll have a good try" or "Let's see if I
can do the last four controls in 10 minutes".
It's the next mistake that will finish you, not the
previous one.

Learn from mistakes. Don't repeat them.
Look at your weaknesses - try not to repeat them.
Consciously remind yourself of things you often do
wrong while you are competing.
Learn to
recognize your mistakes earlier while you are doing
them.
It's hard to find out for yourself where you are going
wrong. It's difficult to self-criticise. Often, it's easier
for someone else to do it for you. Analyze your
mistakes after each event. Keep a record of them.
Get someone to look them over or re-read them
after a month or so.
Don't jot down aimless observations.
Be
organized. Try to get to the real reasons for your
mistakes. A post-mortem after each event is very
important.
The usual form a post-mortem takes is to write
down a description of what happened leg by leg

and to note what you should have done. This is
worse than useless. Often, there might be more
than one mistake in a leg. Figuring out what you
should have done is relatively simple. Figuring out
what went wrong and why is harder, and far more
important.
Compile a dossier on all the mistakes you make.
Look for reoccurring problems, and keep them in
mind at your next orienteering event.
BILL TEAHAN [HOC], IN 1990, VIA O-NET

STREET-O
In Melbourne we have a highly successful series of
street/park events on evenings in summer (during
the period of daylight saving time, which is shorter
here than in most of the western world because
farmers have more political influence here than in
many other parts of the western world). At present
there are 3 such events per week with an average
attendance of 100-200.
The format, which seems to be the secret of the
events' success, is that of a 'scatter-O'; there are a
number of controls out (usually 15-20) and you
have to get a certain number of them, in any order,
to complete the course. This makes route choice
critical.
On the A course (which is what I usually run) one
normally has to get all but two or three of the
controls, and there are invariably some hard
decisions as to which ones to leave out. This
decision-making gives the events a lot of
attractiveness to normal orienteers who might
otherwise be tempted to miss a street event, while
the simple navigation allows us to attract runners
who wouldn't go into the forest.
Melbourne, especially its eastern suburbs, seems
to be ideally suited to street events; there are just
enough small parks to make it interesting, and
there are a few dead ends and uncrossable
barriers (e.g. creeks). In Canberra there is less
route choice because the way the city is planned
means that dead-end streets invariably have a
pedestrian outlet of some kind, which makes the
straight line or something close to it attractive.
At one recent Melbourne event, where four controls
had to be left out, there was a pair of controls to the
south of the start and a creek which could only be
crossed north of the start; most people didn't see
this, followed the pack to the southern controls, and
had to double back about 1km to get anywhere
from them.
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The controls are metal plates with chains and
padlocks which can be attached to power poles,
street lights, trees etc. They still get stolen
occasionally. One Sydney club used to chalk
letters on power poles, but stopped doing so after
they found out that a 'C' chalked on a pole stood for
'Condemned' and was the signal for the local
electricity authority to demolish the pole and
replace it, thus causing the wasting of thousands of
dollars of public money.

to keep children away from farm machinery.
• Should a landowner advise of any hazard, we
are compelled to communicate this to
participants.
Notices should be posted at
events, or in programmes.
These notices
should identify specific hazards, and possibly
also general (possibly natural) hazards.

It has been suggested that club subscription forms
and event entry forms should carry notes
acknowledging that both natural and man-made
BLAIR TREWIN, BUSHFLYERS OC, ON O-NET hazards exist at orienteering events, where specific
hazards may be notified at Registration.

SMELLY GEAR?
A useful tip for those out there whose running attire
doesn't smell like roses anymore.
It sounds
strange but it really works. I had some shoes and
T-shirts that I couldn't get the smell out of, no
matter how much I washed them. I put them in the
freezer overnight and the smell was gone.
Apparently the smell was from some fungus that
can survive being washed and dried but not frozen.
Give it a try. It's probably a good idea to do this
discreetly so as not to offend your spouse or
anyone else who uses the freezer!

This measure cannot sidestep the statutory
responsibility of the landowner and club, but it
draws attention to the situation and acts as a
strong communication of the general risk.

AOA
From the April meeting

John Watson has been appointed Chair of AOA
and AOA representative to NZOF Council,
representing the views of members in the Auckland
area. He is therefore a valuable channel for
orienteers and clubs to communicate with the
ROBERT GALEJS, ON O-NET Federation. The next NZOF Council meeting is in
Rotorua on 24th June. Among items to be
discussed at this meeting will be the 10% event
levy approved at the NZOF AGM.

SAFETY

Clubs have received briefing information from
NZOF Secretary Les Warren about the implications
of the new Health and Safety in Employment Act
for orienteering clubs. The primary concern is that
landowners may over-react to their perceived
liability for accidents suffered by orienteers on their
land. The Act requires landowners (and also
seemingly event organisers, which means Clubs) to
take all practical steps to avoid harm to ANYONE
during an event.
Here are the NZOF
recommendations, paraphrased and extended:
• Discuss the situation with landowners to ensure
that they do not become concerned.
• Highlight to landowners that O maps show
natural or man-made hazards and out-of-bounds
areas, and that event organisers are willing to
tape off hazards or direct courses away from
them.
• Ask landowners about known hazards or
buildings/area to avoid, especially hazards not
already shown on the map. We are well advised

A survey is to be held to find out whether orienteers
wish to continue with the current practice of having
double points on the last OY. This survey will take
place at the first OY of the season, at Kaipara
Knolls on July 2nd. You will be asked to record
your vote on a poster in the vicinity of Registration.
Clubs please also provide to John any responses
to Bruce Collins' letter which has been circulated to
Clubs.
Clubs are invited to discuss the concept of
"Recreational" entries at events, where those who
choose a specially-coloured clipcard will not have
their time calculated, displayed on the results board
for all to see or reported in the results sheet.
There is some concern at the recent reduction in
club membership numbers. 20 fewer magazines
are being distributed this year.
Clubs are
requested to anonymously "interview" people who
have not renewed their memberships this year and
find out why. This information, along with any
opinions that any orienteer may have, should be
communicated to Ross Brighouse by 20th May
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1995.
A draft event programme for the Auckland region
for 1996 is now being circulated. It currently looks
very similar top the 1995 programme. Anyone with
any views on the programme should let their
committee know ASAP.
Next AOA meeting
The next meeting of the Auckland Orienteering
Association will be at 19:30 on Tuesday 20th June
1995 at the Paitry residence, 16 Korma Road,
Mount Roskill.
JOHN WATSON 818 2519

MULTI-FOCAL
CONTACT LENSES
As an aging orienteer, I've been using multifocal
contact lenses for a couple of years, and have
found them to be pretty satisfactory. I'd been
thinking about them for a year or two before I
actually bought them, but was deterred by the
expense until it became a real necessity to do
something about reading the map more easily.
They come in both a hard-lens and a soft-lens
version. The guy who fitted mine says that he has
had more satisfactory experience with the hard
lenses for anyone whose eyes can tolerate them.
As I have been wearing hard lenses of the
conventional variety for somewhat over 30 years,
this was not a problem. The fitting is much trickier
than with regular lenses, as there is a delicate
balance matching the curvature of the inner surface
of the lens to the (varying) curvature of the cornea too small a radius of curvature and the pressure of
the eyelids, which (unconsciously) controls the lens
positioning and hence the focal range, won't be
able to move the lens out of distant-vision mode.
Too large a radius of curvature will produce
constant reading-vision positioning. To complicate
matters, the curvature of the lens creates surfacetension induced pressures which will slowly distort
the shape of the eyeball over the first few weeks of
wear. Thus there is typically a need to try two or
three times to arrive iteratively at the right fit over a
period of several weeks. Hence the considerable
expense.
Also, if you don't live in a big city, probably some
inconvenience, as it is worth travelling some
distance to get these things fitted by someone who
has had considerable experience, which many

optometrists don't. But in the end, I think it has
been a worthwhile investment for me, partly
because at work I often do fairly delicate
manipulations at close range, where binocular
vision is of some importance to me.
Since I haven't tried the combination of one distant
vision lens and one reading lens, I don't know
whether that would be superior or inferior for the
orienteering usage. I know that with my extreme
nearsighted condition, a few years ago upon
displacing a lens to the corner of my eye with an
errant twig, just the distance vision in one eye was
less than satisfactory. But with a less extreme
mismatch and some practice, it is clear that some
orienteers do well in the two different lens mode.
I should also note that with the multifocal contacts,
although there is a smooth transition between the
near vision (edge) and far vision (center) regions of
the lens, vision at the intermediate range of about
1.5-2 meters is not really terribly sharp. There is
no trouble with making out stones or roots waiting
to trip one up in the woods, but standing and
reading a book lying on the floor in front of you is
really not quite possible.
I can only regret an inability to point to dramatic
improvement in my times per kilometer upon
switching to the new lenses. But I fear that my
basic problem there comes from a different aspect
of the mental process than the simple visual
transducers, and one that seems less tractable to
compensation!
E N SMITH, USA, ON O-NET

ETCETERA
NZOF A G M / Seminar 1996
The successful 1995 NZOF Seminar will be
repeated in 1996, 20-21 April at Flock House, Bulls,
possibly longer. A mixture of orienteering, AGM
and workshops has been suggested.

The season
British Rugby League are considering a change to
a Summer season.
Maybe we should keep
orienteering as a winter sport while everyone else
changes to summer?

1996 National Championships
News of the 1996 Nationals on a new map at Pio
Pio, a joint effort between Egmont, Hamilton and
Pinelands (?) clubs. Your editor just happened to
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sneak a peek at the fieIdwork. Yes, it's already
done! What an amazing area, limestone, farmland
and bush, negative terrain dominating, and HUGE.

Puzzle-O
Last month's Puzzle-O was won by the Stone
family of NWOC with a remarkable 59 answers out
of 60, and only a couple of their answers a bit
dodgy. They win a bottle of something decent.
Well done also to the Ashmores [COC) and the
Marras [NWOC] who almost reached the Stone
total. They also didn't manage to come up with an
answer to number 12:
"8 S on a S S"
Any ideas? We don't know either! Thanks to May
Young for providing the puzzle. I've printed the
Stone answers for your edification.
Quotable quotes
"Learning to Orienteer is like building a bridge. You
construct an initial version and try it out. When it
falls down, you correct the mistakes and repeat the
process until the bridge stays up." - Anon
Calvin: "My elbows are grass-stained, I've got
sticks in my hair, I'm covered with bug bites and
cuts and scratches. I've got sand in my socks and
leaves in my shirt. My hands are sticky with sap,
and my shoes are soaked, I'm hot, dirty, sweaty,
itchy and tired."
Hobbes: "I say consider this day seized!"
Calvin: "Tomorrow we'll seize the day and throttle
it!"

Australian Championships
Held at Ballarat, Victoria, on 24th September-1st
October 1995, this carnival offers 6 events:
1. Victorian Champs, new gold-mining terrain map
2. Glenlyon Roses, National Score Championships
3. World Cup map, goldmining and gully/spur Interstate Relays
4. Petticoat Gully, warmup
5. Australian Champs, new goldmining terrain map.
6. Interclub Relay Championships, new goldmining
and forest map.
For further information call 0061 53 333 918.

National Orienteering Week
I was so impressed with the scope and variety of
what TOPSOC (Nelson) did during the promotional
week earlier this year that I decided to print the
article from their newsletter.
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The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER...
...is the monthly newsletter of the Auckland Orienteering
Association, combining the Central, Counties-Manukau
and NorthWest Orienteering Clubs. It is edited by Mark
Roberts, COC (520 5993) and distributed by Marquita
Gelderman, NWOC (412 8879) and published on or
about the first of every month except January.

Next Issue: June 1995
Mail your contributions to Box 99612 Newmarket, or
deliver to 23a Shore Road, Remuera, or fax to 263 4794,
or call me or my machine at home on 520 5993, or call
me at work on 263 4793.
The deadline

for

contributions for the June
is Saturday 20th May 1995.
Disks please, if you can; ASCII text with no hard returns,
or Microsoft Word, on DOS 3 5" disks for preference. I
will, of course, return your disk, but remember to write
your name on the label!
AUCKLAND ORIENTEER

If you can't supply on disk, and the article is fairly long,
please supply as camera-ready copy, on A4 with a
16mm border all round (265mm x 178mm), and font size
at 11 points. Careful! This border is smaller than your
WP or typewriter would normally be set up for, and the
font size is bigger.
/ am perfectly happy to type articles or letters if
necessary!

Distribution
If you change your address, please contact Marquita
Gelderman on 412 8879. If you want a back issue of
The AUCKLAND ORIENTEER please contact your club
membership person, or Marquita, or me.

Credits
The New Zealand Orienteering Federation gratefully
acknowledges the support of the Hillary Commission.
MARK ROBERTS 520 5993
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PUZZLE-O ANSWERS
1.
2.

7 Wonders of the World
1001 Arabian Nights

31.

206 Bones in the Human Body

32.

13 Items in a Baker's Dozen

3.

12 Signs of the Zodiac

33.

4

Wheels on a Car

4.

54 Cards in a Pack (with Jokers)

34.

12 Inches in a Foot

5.

9 Planets in the Solar System

35.

30 Days in September

6.

88 Piano Keys

36.

365 Days in a Year

7.

13 Stripes on the American Flag

37.

12 Eggs in a Dozen

8.

32 Degrees Fahrenheight at which
Water Freezes

38.

5 Toes on a Foot

9.

18 Holes on a Golf Course

39.

31 Days in March (May?)

10.

90 Degrees in a Right Angle

40.

15 Men on a Dead Man's Chest

11.

200 Dollars for Passing Go in
Monoploy

41.

100 Cents in a Dollar

12.

8

42.

2 Wheels on a Bicycle

13.

3 Blind Mice (See How They Run)

43.

60 Minutes in an Hour

14.
15.

24 Hours in a Day
8 Reindeer with Santa (plus
Rudolph)

44.

2 Eggs on a Plate

45.

3 Sides on a Triangle

16.

366 Days in a Leap Year

46.

6 Legs on an Insect

17.

12 Numbers on a Clock

47.

0 Legs on a Snake

18.

5 Sides of a Pentagon

48.

19.

9 Innings in a Baseball Game

49.

3 Bears with Goldilocks

20.

2 Noughts in a Pair

50.

10 Fingers on Two Hands

21.

2 Hands on a Clock

51.

1 Trunk on an Elephant

22.

3 Body Parts of an Insect

52.

4 Sides on a Rectangle

23.

2 Lungs in the Human Body

53.

29 Days in February in a Leap Year

24.

11 Players in a Football Team

54.

50 Stars on the American Flag

14 Days in a Fortnight

25.

0 Degrees at the Equator

55.

8 Arms on an Octopus

26.

1 Heart in the Human Body

56.

6 Sides on a Cube

27.

2 Seats on a See-saw

57.

76

58.

24 Black Birds in a Pie

28.
29.
30.

18 Age for Voting
360 Degrees in a Circle
7 Dwarfs with Snow White

59.
60.

Trombones that lead the Big
Parade

1 Rotten Apple in every Barrel
1000 Words that a Picture Paints
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TOPSOC'S NATIONAL O WEEK
The Plan
We aimed pretty high and initially aimed at having an
orienteering activity on all days. We did not do too bad, we only
dropped two walker group days and the Kiwisport day. We finished with
seven events held over six days and a 14 day Library display. It was a
surprise to see only one other club (Hutt Valley) put on three events
and the other clubs two or less. Were we too ambitious?
Sponsorship Margot Syms arranged good sponsorship from Computerland MSL. This covered the two advertisements in the Nelson Evening Mail, all
our hand-out sheets and nearly all the maps used. This was a great deal
and means that instead of a financial loss this week actually made a
profit. This will help keep our subscriptions and event fees down to
their present low level.
Thanks Margot.
Publicity Apart from the two extra sponsored programme advertisements
and the hand-outs we had a total of a further seven regular entries (did
you see them all?) in the Mail or Leader inserted by Graeme West
(Insurance), Sport Nelson, Tasman Energy and our two Councils. These
are done on a regular basis and only requires us to send them a club
newsletter on a regular basis. We do well from our local papers. We
did not approach the radio stations, maybe we should next time.
Library Display
Chris Mackintosh got approval from Nelson Public
Library to put up a display of photographs, maps and information over a
14 day period.
The material was supported by a display of Library
Orienteering books. The Club Display is permanently mounted on A1 size
card and looks quite professional.
The photographs illustrate the
different types of people who enjoy orienteering. Family groups, fit
athletes, youngster and older people.
There was also sufficient
information to give an idea what orienteering was all about. About
thirty hand-outs including the programme were taken away. The display
is available to be used again and would be suitable for an area which is
protected from the weather and provides some security. The Library was
very cooperative and the display was placed in a good location.
Trafalgar Street On both Saturday mornings Ian Marriott and his team
manned the club trailer by the BNZ.
Two courses were offered on mini
maps (half the size of this page) of the city.
On one course the
controls were sited inside art galleries, handcrafts, silver, and
pottery shops ending in Suters Restaurant, just right for a cup of
coffee and a hot muffin before strolling back to the finish. The other
course was a trivia, no physical control markers instead a list of
questions. It took one around some historical sites, did you know where
the immigrant barracks were sited in 1845? All control site owners cosponsored the events. The turn-out was lower than expected with about
20 doing a course. But the trailer and banners must have attracted
attention in the main street and may have encouraged attendance at
events later in the week.
Richmond Town
On Sunday Peter Syms planned and Jacky Hoffman
controlled this morning event based at Waimea Intermediate School. Not
a very big turnout (17) but no DNFs and everyone seemed quite happy, one
newcomer was Erin Eyles the new Tasman Council Recreation Advisor, she
came along to two more events later in the week. At noon the signs came
down and off we dashed to
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Tahunanui Beach A good turnout for Chris Fitchett's Yellow and Orange
afternoon courses, assisted by controller Wendy Barker about 40 mostly
newcomers enjoyed themselves. Only one control was interfered with and
nobody seemed to mind too much.
Family groups seemed to be in the
majority here. There were sufficient helpers to assist any hesitant
newcomers.
Tahunanui East On Monday Doug Mackintosh organised a trivia event for
the Tahunanui over 50s walking group. About 22 completed the course in
pairs, half started at the last control and worked backwards avoiding a
longer wait at the start. Perhaps a more sedate pace than usual but the
most common comment at the end was "can you make it a bit harder next
time".
Doug was supplied with a cup of coffee and bickies at the
finish.
Nelson City On Tuesday evening Chris Mackintosh held a score event
aimed mainly at harrier types. 27 controls were placed out (not one was
interfered with).
Instead of a time limit three courses were offered,
find any 10, any 15 or any 20. But the challenge was too much for some
who decided to get the whole 27! Back at the finish the arguments were
loud and forceful at which was the best route. 33 took part and again
nearly all were newcomers.
Rabbit Island The grand finale for the week was on Sunday with James
Upton's normal club event of four normal courses and a string course.
It was hoped that newcomers who had been attracted by events during the
week would roll up. This aim was achieved and the majority of people
present were newcomers.
All up about 65 enjoyed a pleasant day near
the beach but not very many wanted to combine orienteering with a picnic
or barbacue. Only the new RED course (the old Long Green course) failed
to attract its normal quota. Some claim Rabbit Island is getting to
well known, but I have still to hear the claim that anyone has done the
perfect course. Some of the ground is quite intricate and being just
2mm off in your map reading can throw a spanner in the works. James
Upton and Gary Walls-Renwick (controller) appeared to get just the right
level of difficulty for each course. No courses were too easy or too
hard with a distinct rise in navigational skills required between each
course. At least one Green course member was heard muttering that he
had got over confident and had treated Rabbit Island with less respect
than it required.
Thanks to Club members who put in the time and effort to organise or
help at events, it was a great effort. Also to club members who put on
display a copy of the O WEEK hand-out and encouraged newcomers to come
along.
COMPUTERLAND-MSL our main sponsor who was very generous
providing the maps and the hand-outs, also to the sponsors of the
Saturday events - Art of Living; Gallery One; Jens Hansen; Mike Ward;
Painted Pots; Rutherford Gallery; South Street Gallery; Suter
Restaurant.
Successful? The main aim was to get new-comers to give it a go. About
190 did so and many others will have heard and read a bit more about O.
So it was successful. Only time will tell how many of those who had a
go enjoyed it sufficiently to come back on a regular basis.
Improvements Should we do it again? On an annual basis or perhaps
every second year. If we do what changes would improve it? To get more
people to 'Have-a-Go'. To make it easier on members to organise.
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